The 15th Step

Beneath the Sphinx
By Joseph Costa
On April 16, 2007 I was involved with working in the Inner World, attempting some healing with my assistant when our
process was interrupted by a friend and Master teacher whose name was Sunny Satin. Sunny had passed (died) over to
the "Other" side several weeks earlier. We had been working together on the Christ Mission before he died, and were
continuing the work so I was not overly surprised when he interrupted our session.
What was significant in the interference was that Jesus the Christ and another Master was with Sunny. All had worked
with me before and had come to be with me that day.
Sunny lost no time addressing me directly, saying, "Joseph, we have come to you because things are happening that
need addressing right away and we know you can help.
I asked how I could help.
He said, "You have been helping us with the pyramids everywhere, but one that was installed to feed Mother Earth is
presently not working and we depend greatly on it - it is the biggest one.
"The Giza? I asked.
"Yes, Joseph. It is not functioning as intended and you know it is because it has been interfered with in its energy
collecting by experimenters and Mind influences.
Jesus spoke then, "Yes. The Earth is in dire need of its feeding. More than that Joseph, we have also come about the
&lsquo;Awakening&rsquo;. We need attention on the 'Awakening' ... it's time is now."
I was quite surprised, "It is time for the 'Records' to be found?" I asked. "The &lsquo;Hall of Records" as Edgar Cayce
revealed in his channeling? Those of under the Sphinx in hidden chambers?"
"The same, Joseph." Jesus answered
"How can I serve?" I asked.
"You may write and spread the message about 'Awakening' and the 'Records' - the chambers under the Sphinx,"
"Come with us to the forty steps, Joseph." He added more, "There are pictures, messages, five pictures of what is and is
to come 2010 to 2027. Come this evening, we will meet on the 15th step."
"At what hour?" I asked automatically.
Sunny spoke again, "Come at ten -- take Gold energy, Joseph - you will need more and more energy - take 'C', she has
power and there shall be grounding to do. All is to be revealed - use a scroll Joseph."
The three disappeared.
I completed my other work and called "C", I explained the mission to her and made the arrangements to meet with Jesus
on the 15th Step at ten O'clock while we were in our Pattern Bodies. At the appointed hour, "C" and I went up the 15
Steps to where the three were waiting for us.
There were nods of greeting between us and as a unit we turned and went down forty steps to a chamber. We were
using diffused gold light and could see a crack in one end of the chamber near a corner. I instinctively knew it was a
place under the left paw of the Sphinx. The crack in the wall was new, as if the Earth had split the rock recently. Without
hesitation the three went before us and into the crack.
I turned my body to slide my chest into the narrow opening. I heard "C" behind me say in a panicky way, "I can't go in
there and I can't breathe. I feel phobic."
I turned to her and said, "Take my hand." She did and I added, "Take a moment - use your Candle Breath".
After a moment she said, "I can feel a little breeze -- it&rsquo;s good - I'm all right now".
We moved along what was a narrow passageway that was cracked in places with some ruble that we stepped over.
There was a few places where there were turns and some were shattered from the Earth cracks. We turned to our left
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several times. The way flared into what were chambers and we all stopped and looked about at the scribings and
carvings all about us.
As we looked there were visual diffusions and almost an aliveness to what was around us. I could recognize some
letters, some numbers, symbols but was at a loss to interpret what I was seeing and watching take place.
Sunny was the first to comment and faced a wall that seemed to tip away and changed as we watched it. He spoke as he
waved us up to what appeared as a cliff edge and down below us was an ocean. "2010 - we are at 2010." he stated and
then went on speaking. "This was Atlantis metaphorically, the same as where we are now in time. Notice the water is
rising."
At that instant the thought came to me of "I thought Atlantis sank."
As if he had heard my thoughts he spoke, "It is the same - if we do not choose and succeed now - they did not - Atlantis
will rise and the waters will come!"
As he stated that, it seemed as though the waters were suddenly coming up to us. We stepped back hurriedly and the
wall reappeared as it had been with the writing on it.
Sunny pointed to the works on the walls to the right that continued on as a long curve. "Notice the times." He stated.
Not familiar with the hieroglyphics, my reading stumbled along trying to read something I could understand and Jesus
answered my query. "Notice Joseph, mark these religious efforts we made." His arm waved at some of the works. "Here
are the early failings of the Christ Christian efforts and the twisting of the message. Our hope here in the Americas, South
- Peru - Mexico - our works to bring Mayan beliefs and Christian together to the Oneness - we can get it back using the
pyramids. Joseph, tell these people of the Pyramids - not of the exactness but of the understanding of the old wise ones
that brought the messages - simple people can understand old wisdoms.
His arm moved further along. "Here Joseph, you know this, this is where the Moslem efforts went astray - The Way was
altered after he died. The people know this - they too are wise and only need be shown the past misguidings of unwise
leaders of community. He looked in my face, "Joseph, there is still time" he told me.
We faced one another and each one spoke of the records of man around us and so much came I lost the order of what
was being said or given --.
One mentioned the power and help of the gathering of women. One mentioned the need to save the heavens from the oil
destined to take breath away from all, babes to the aged, who would not have time to learn to breath in the coming
blackness. Another said, "Joseph, the oceans and seas need be saved from the lack of air and the ooze that will cover it you can use the pyramids, as you know, to do this - have the people see the cross of life on all mountains, to see them
as pyramids to help -- tell them of Mind and all hills that can be used as well.-- all will need power of the Mind. Teach of
the equity and the use of crystals and diamonds. Again Joseph, pyramids will save".
It was then Jesus said, "The Giza, Joseph, the World, the Earth needs it back. Let us go where it can be done."
I, as well as "C" was overwhelmed as reference after reference was made about the events of the past and the
opportunities of the now, were poured into our thinking.
Suddenly we were back in the very narrow tunnel. We often stooped down as we went. After what seemed like a mile of
walking we came to the end to a small room about six feet square and the walls went up and expanded the space as
they went up.
One of the three spoke, saying, "It is three stories up into Giza."
We climbed a corner stairway that was steep and narrow, leaning on the wall as it lay outward as we went.
I was thinking we had gone more than three stories when "C" called out in anguish.
"My Head! My Head! My third eye feels like it will burst!"
Xion stated, "It is the Giza - we are there."
"Joseph!" Was all Jesus said.
I reached back and placed my hand on "C's head". Using her energy to fire the Kundalini, I connected where we were
with a grounding to the Earth's core.
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Almost at once she said "Oh! Thank God! That&rsquo;s much better. I can see now."
At that instant Jesus said "It is done. We can return."
Immediately all five of us were at the bottom of the forty stairs where we began the trek. We climbed the stairs and were
back at the 15th Step landing where we all first met.
We said our respects, and then "C" and I returned to this dimension.
You who take solace in this information use the wellness of Mind to take no thought for those who doubt this information.
With passion for freedom and wellness for all, see us passing through this "2012 Shift" of universal energies to the
wondrous Life awaiting us in the new Earth.
Joseph Costa
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